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Can Silence Signal Acceptance?

Contracts take var ying forms, sizes, and shapes. How ever, two things that all contracts have in common are that one
par ty offers something and the other accepts it. Without these two actions, no contract can exist. However, there is no par-
ticular legal for m for the offer and acceptance. They can be anything from a for mal business proposal and acceptance let-
ter to the infor mal: "I’ll mow your lawn for $10!" (offer), "Sure, sounds good!" (acceptance).

Acceptance usually cannot be silent. This rule dates back to England, when one person wrote to a horse trader that if he
did not hear back from the horse trader, he’ll assume the horse is his. The courts in England did not think that silence
could show that there was mutual agreement, and so decided that a contract only exists if there was some affirmative
acceptance from the party receiving an offer.

When Silence is Acceptance

To every rule, there is an exception. Silence can be understood as acceptance when both parties had a pre-existing rela-
tionship before the current contract.

For example, suppose you own a restaurant that makes an acclaimed dish out of pork belly. You for m a good relationship
with your local pork belly supplier, agree on a deliver y schedule and a price, and this continues for years. One year, your
supplier’s herd unfor tunately sickens, and the price of pork belly goes up. Your supplier sends you a letter reflecting the
new price, and you do not respond in any way. At this point, you should probably expect that your shipments of pork belly
would continue as usual, as your silence could be understood to indicate that you wanted to continue the business
arrangement.

If you are have questions about what contract issues including offers and acceptances, a local business attorney can help
with details on how to for m a lasting, valid contract. FindLaw’s Small Business section has more infor mation on business
relationships.

http://smallbusiness.findlaw.com/business-contracts-forms/contracts-basics.html
http://smallbusiness.findlaw.com
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